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ABSTRACT 
This study was conducted to measure a group of  hormonesrelated
studying 150 patients in comparison  with 50 samples taken from normal individuals as a control group. The concentration of h
been measured were human Growth hormone (hGH),To
– like growth factor-1(IGF-1),The results showed a highly significant differences in the  levels of the averages of serum for each of hGH,  
T3,T4 , TSH and IGF-1 under the moral level of P 
technology (PCR) by two primersdesigned specifically for this study (GH1, GH2). The results showed that mutations occurred in
individuals from the samples, and its distributed as  22% for GH1, 17% for GH2, whereas  the control group  showed no absence or disorder 

in the sequence  of  bases. The  results  of  Sequencing using  the Blast program showed appearance of many mutations of dele 
mutations  andinsertionmutations and substitution mutations of two types of  transition and transversion. 
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Growth is considered to be an innate state of life, The natural physical growth requires a complete function 

for many  hormonal and metabolic factors and other growth factors [1]. 
hormone stimulates growth and cell reproduc
hormone produced and stored by cells of the growth (somatotroph) in the  Anterior pituitary gland, The short 
stature is displayed to worried many parents nowadays. This phenomena occurs at the pe
1/4000 -1 / 10000 for offspring [2], Short statues is causes to different possible causes that can be Genetic  as 
mutation occur in the synthesis of the gene responsible for the production of the Growth Hormone Gene in fact 
q22-24 area for chromosome No. 17, and thus might prevent the production of hormone or it  may produce non
functional hormone that does not work properly, or  it may make some defect in the gene responsible Growth 
Hormone Receptor that located between section 12 and 
is called  Turner syndrome. This mutations leads to loss of function effect.Prader
disorder in the gen of  long arm of chromosome 15 ((15q11
in other genes that lead to short stature [3]. The exclusive mediator  for  the effects of growth hormone is a 
molecule known as  (IGF-1- Insulin
growth hormone deficiency, there are low levels and insufficient growth hormone in the body, and according for 
this, the levels of IGF-1 are low, too, transferred and  organization of IGF
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This study was conducted to measure a group of  hormonesrelated with infected individuals  with the shortage of the growth hormone by 
studying 150 patients in comparison  with 50 samples taken from normal individuals as a control group. The concentration of h
been measured were human Growth hormone (hGH),Total Triidothyronin(TT3), Total Thyroxin (TT4),Thyroid Stimulating (TSH), Insulin 

1),The results showed a highly significant differences in the  levels of the averages of serum for each of hGH,  
al level of P ≤ 0.05.Also the study included   investigation GH gene via polymerase chain reaction 

technology (PCR) by two primersdesigned specifically for this study (GH1, GH2). The results showed that mutations occurred in
, and its distributed as  22% for GH1, 17% for GH2, whereas  the control group  showed no absence or disorder 

in the sequence  of  bases. The  results  of  Sequencing using  the Blast program showed appearance of many mutations of dele
sertionmutations and substitution mutations of two types of  transition and transversion.

Growth Hormone, PCR , Mutations,insulin –like growth hormone

INTRODUCTION 

Growth is considered to be an innate state of life, The natural physical growth requires a complete function 
for many  hormonal and metabolic factors and other growth factors [1]. The  growth hormone is a protein 
hormone stimulates growth and cell reproduction and regeneration in humans and some other animals. This 
hormone produced and stored by cells of the growth (somatotroph) in the  Anterior pituitary gland, The short 
stature is displayed to worried many parents nowadays. This phenomena occurs at the pe

1 / 10000 for offspring [2], Short statues is causes to different possible causes that can be Genetic  as 
mutation occur in the synthesis of the gene responsible for the production of the Growth Hormone Gene in fact 

for chromosome No. 17, and thus might prevent the production of hormone or it  may produce non
functional hormone that does not work properly, or  it may make some defect in the gene responsible Growth 
Hormone Receptor that located between section 12 and section 13 of the short arm of chromosome No. 5 when 
is called  Turner syndrome. This mutations leads to loss of function effect.Prader-Willisyndrome, accurs due a 
disorder in the gen of  long arm of chromosome 15 ((15q11-q13) and lead to short stature , a
in other genes that lead to short stature [3]. The exclusive mediator  for  the effects of growth hormone is a 

Insulin- like growth factor 1), which is produced mainly in the liver [4]. In cases of 
one deficiency, there are low levels and insufficient growth hormone in the body, and according for 

1 are low, too, transferred and  organization of IGF-1 by a group of linking proteins GFBs 
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with infected individuals  with the shortage of the growth hormone by 
studying 150 patients in comparison  with 50 samples taken from normal individuals as a control group. The concentration of hormones has 

tal Triidothyronin(TT3), Total Thyroxin (TT4),Thyroid Stimulating (TSH), Insulin 
1),The results showed a highly significant differences in the  levels of the averages of serum for each of hGH,  

 0.05.Also the study included   investigation GH gene via polymerase chain reaction 
technology (PCR) by two primersdesigned specifically for this study (GH1, GH2). The results showed that mutations occurred in 39 

, and its distributed as  22% for GH1, 17% for GH2, whereas  the control group  showed no absence or disorder 
in the sequence  of  bases. The  results  of  Sequencing using  the Blast program showed appearance of many mutations of deletion

Growth is considered to be an innate state of life, The natural physical growth requires a complete function 
growth hormone is a protein 

tion and regeneration in humans and some other animals. This 
hormone produced and stored by cells of the growth (somatotroph) in the  Anterior pituitary gland, The short 
stature is displayed to worried many parents nowadays. This phenomena occurs at the percentage of about   

1 / 10000 for offspring [2], Short statues is causes to different possible causes that can be Genetic  as 
mutation occur in the synthesis of the gene responsible for the production of the Growth Hormone Gene in fact 

for chromosome No. 17, and thus might prevent the production of hormone or it  may produce non- 
functional hormone that does not work properly, or  it may make some defect in the gene responsible Growth 

section 13 of the short arm of chromosome No. 5 when 
Willisyndrome, accurs due a 

q13) and lead to short stature , as well as mutations 
in other genes that lead to short stature [3]. The exclusive mediator  for  the effects of growth hormone is a 

like growth factor 1), which is produced mainly in the liver [4]. In cases of 
one deficiency, there are low levels and insufficient growth hormone in the body, and according for 

1 by a group of linking proteins GFBs 
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which are the most common IGFBP-3, which are low  in children who suffer from growth hormone deficient. 
The deficiency of the growth hormone a results to the delay of the growth in children, fatigue, muscle weakness 
and fat accumulation of adults [5]. The infection of the growth hormone deficiency in European societies 1/4000 
which is relatively close to with the ratio in Iraq,Due to the shortage of  the studies on the status of GHD in 
children who are suffering from the short stature, not just in Iraq, but in the other neighboring countries, 
Therefore, this study is conducted to identify the molecular genetics causes for short stature of individuals who 
are suffering from  growth hormone deficiency by PCR technique, using specialized primers designed for this 
study. Beside, recognizing the shortage of the other hormones such as T3, T4, TSH and IGF-1. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Blood Withdrawal of 5 mL of venous blood every individual infected with a  growth hormone deficiency  

(150) per person, in addition to 50 individual healthy people who have used a sample comparison, Then the 
blood putting in test tubes  disposable tubes free from material anticoagulant (EDTA) and  leave the blood at 
room temperature for 20 minutes then was the separation of blood serum using a centrifuge,Speeds (3000) r / 
min for a period of 10 minutes. It was measured concentrations of hormones by following the steps attached 
with several examinations (Kits) for each hormone produced by the company Monobind Inc. US Based on 
immunological technique known (Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay) ELISA using ELISA Reader 
American device of origin.  

DNA extracted from samples of two groups , according to manufactured  company Geneaid(Korea).The 
primers were designed for the purpose of detecting genetic defect  in the first and second region of growth 
hormone , and the work of method  performed using PCR Micro tubes volume of 0.2 ml and final volume 25μl , 
according to the following table(1) 
 
Table 1: Sequences of different primer 

Primer name  Sequencing Gene size Mer. Annealin Tem. 
GH1 F:GACAGCTCACCTAGCTGCAA 

R:GGAGAAGGCATCCACTCACG 
795 20 57ºC 

GH2 F:CAGCGACCTGTAGATGGGAC 
R:GGAGAAGGCATCCACTCACG 

719 20 61.3ºC 

 
And added all the interaction material consisting of (2µl both primer and 13 µl  of Nuclease free water and 

3µl DNA templet for the Premix to become the final volume 25 µl  requested byexspin for 1 minute, After 
completing  all additions, Are device was ignited  PCR, Samples were put in the thermal polymer to conduct the  
interaction, by using the suitable program  in the multiplication. When the time of the interaction was ended, 
tubes were taken up from polymer deviceand the results of the interaction have been showed via the 
electrophoresis on the agaros with concentration of 2% with (size marker) the size of 100bp, After the 
appearance of the growth hormone gene  in the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with the expected sizes, the  
samples sent  for the purpose of detecting  sequences of genes by Applied BiosystemMacrogen Company. The 
sequences were analyzed using Basic Local Alignment search Tool Program (BLAST) on the site National 
Center Biotechnology Information (NCBI). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The present work was investigated the biochemical changes in Dwarfism disease in comparison them with 

control group. It has been found significant decrease in hGH, T3, T4, and IGF-1 (P≤0.005) in patient in 
compared with control group, and there is a significant increase in TSH level (P≤0.005) in patient in compared 
with control group As shown in (Table 2). 

 
Table 2: values of hormones for a group of patients and the control  

Variables Treat Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
 

GH Patients 1.418 0.585 0.1564 * 
Control 8.367 1.571 0.4200 * 

T3 Patients 0.9393 0.37897 0.06919 * 
Control 1.2029 0.25366 0.06779 * 

T4 Patients 6.8513 2.34288 0.42775 * 
Control 8.5357 2.11973 0.56652 * 

TSH Patients 3.369 1.30273 0.23784 * 
Control  1.74 0.79461 0.21237 * 

IGF-1 Patients 133.967 49.191 8.981 * 
Control  215.643 50.3673 13.4612 * 
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The term hormone is sometimes extended to include chemicals produced by cells that effect
or nearby cells. The disease is considered a hormonal disease where the hormone level will be high or low, 
which might affect the physical activity. HGH bind with special receptors on targets cell surface. The hGH 
hormone decreases when pituitary gland fails to produce enough amount of the hormone due to gland 
inflammation or bleeding, or for unkown reason which known as Idiopathic GHD. In children, the low levels of 
hormones might be accompanied with hypothyroidism, or might be gained accor
birth, also the malnutrition is one of the main reasons of growth retardation, where the proteins are important for 
cell and tissue synthesis, as well as hormone production [6]. Thyroid hormones (T3, T4) play an important ro
in growth and development in skeletal system, and it has been observed that the absence thyroid hormone leads 
to growth obstruction related to interruption of bone protraction and development, the liver damage is one of the 
most reasons might causes hypothyroidism or low thyroid hormone [7]. TSH hormone rises in the serum of 
Dwarfism patient, thyroid hormones does not work apart from other body hormones like hGH and they all work 
together to facilitate protein synthesis, and there is a negative inverse o
thyroid hormone production and TSH, where the low levels of thyroid hormones causes raise in TSH [8], 
furthermore the high TSH level in Dwarfism patient may due to hypothyroidism patient, which suffering from 
reduction in body temperature and high body metabolism, and low T4 level and cholesterol increase in blood 
and accompanied with growth retardation, which called Dwarfism to infants. Dwarfism might result from 
absence of thyroid gland and the reduction of T3 and T4. 
impairment in which TSH level would be high in blood, or secondary due to pituitary impairment in which TSH 
level would be low in blood [9].  

IGF-1 level decrease in Dwarfism patient because of hGH reducti
between the two hormones and even it has been thought that the side effect of growth hormone is IGF
[10]. Furthermore there are many other factors that effect IGF
mutation in IGF-1 gene or it’s receptors which lead to obstruction in hormone transporter protein such as 
IGFBP-3 leads to IGF-1 decrease in blood [11].

The results of molecular analyses  showed that thirty nine members of the study samples suffe
various genetic disorders represented the absence of the expected appearance bands by 22 (14.66%) using the 
primer GH1 and 17 (11.33%) using the primer GH2, as well as the control group did not show any lack of 
bands(table 3), figure (1 and 2). 
 
Table 3: individual primers, expected size , the number of samples’ absence to study and control

Primer name The expected  size of the 
band 

GH1 795 

GH2 719 

 

 
Fig. 1: electrophoresis of  PCR product for the GH1 on Agarosegel with a concentration of 2% for 2 hours, C: 

Control Samples, M: Marker size  100 bp, Numbers :1
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The term hormone is sometimes extended to include chemicals produced by cells that effect
or nearby cells. The disease is considered a hormonal disease where the hormone level will be high or low, 
which might affect the physical activity. HGH bind with special receptors on targets cell surface. The hGH 

uitary gland fails to produce enough amount of the hormone due to gland 
inflammation or bleeding, or for unkown reason which known as Idiopathic GHD. In children, the low levels of 
hormones might be accompanied with hypothyroidism, or might be gained according to trauma or injury during 
birth, also the malnutrition is one of the main reasons of growth retardation, where the proteins are important for 
cell and tissue synthesis, as well as hormone production [6]. Thyroid hormones (T3, T4) play an important ro
in growth and development in skeletal system, and it has been observed that the absence thyroid hormone leads 
to growth obstruction related to interruption of bone protraction and development, the liver damage is one of the 

othyroidism or low thyroid hormone [7]. TSH hormone rises in the serum of 
Dwarfism patient, thyroid hormones does not work apart from other body hormones like hGH and they all work 
together to facilitate protein synthesis, and there is a negative inverse or retrospective relationship between 
thyroid hormone production and TSH, where the low levels of thyroid hormones causes raise in TSH [8], 
furthermore the high TSH level in Dwarfism patient may due to hypothyroidism patient, which suffering from 

in body temperature and high body metabolism, and low T4 level and cholesterol increase in blood 
and accompanied with growth retardation, which called Dwarfism to infants. Dwarfism might result from 
absence of thyroid gland and the reduction of T3 and T4. The hypothyroidism might be primary due to thyroid 
impairment in which TSH level would be high in blood, or secondary due to pituitary impairment in which TSH 

1 level decrease in Dwarfism patient because of hGH reduction where there is a positive relationship 
between the two hormones and even it has been thought that the side effect of growth hormone is IGF
[10]. Furthermore there are many other factors that effect IGF-1 level such as gene structure, which ma

1 gene or it’s receptors which lead to obstruction in hormone transporter protein such as 
1 decrease in blood [11]. 

The results of molecular analyses  showed that thirty nine members of the study samples suffe
various genetic disorders represented the absence of the expected appearance bands by 22 (14.66%) using the 
primer GH1 and 17 (11.33%) using the primer GH2, as well as the control group did not show any lack of 

individual primers, expected size , the number of samples’ absence to study and control 
The expected  size of the The number of  mutations in 

patients 
The number of mutations in the control 
group 

22 0 
 

17 0 
 

electrophoresis of  PCR product for the GH1 on Agarosegel with a concentration of 2% for 2 hours, C: 
Control Samples, M: Marker size  100 bp, Numbers :1-60 of sick samples. 

The term hormone is sometimes extended to include chemicals produced by cells that effect the same cells 
or nearby cells. The disease is considered a hormonal disease where the hormone level will be high or low, 
which might affect the physical activity. HGH bind with special receptors on targets cell surface. The hGH 

uitary gland fails to produce enough amount of the hormone due to gland 
inflammation or bleeding, or for unkown reason which known as Idiopathic GHD. In children, the low levels of 

ding to trauma or injury during 
birth, also the malnutrition is one of the main reasons of growth retardation, where the proteins are important for 
cell and tissue synthesis, as well as hormone production [6]. Thyroid hormones (T3, T4) play an important role 
in growth and development in skeletal system, and it has been observed that the absence thyroid hormone leads 
to growth obstruction related to interruption of bone protraction and development, the liver damage is one of the 

othyroidism or low thyroid hormone [7]. TSH hormone rises in the serum of 
Dwarfism patient, thyroid hormones does not work apart from other body hormones like hGH and they all work 

r retrospective relationship between 
thyroid hormone production and TSH, where the low levels of thyroid hormones causes raise in TSH [8], 
furthermore the high TSH level in Dwarfism patient may due to hypothyroidism patient, which suffering from 

in body temperature and high body metabolism, and low T4 level and cholesterol increase in blood 
and accompanied with growth retardation, which called Dwarfism to infants. Dwarfism might result from 

The hypothyroidism might be primary due to thyroid 
impairment in which TSH level would be high in blood, or secondary due to pituitary impairment in which TSH 

on where there is a positive relationship 
between the two hormones and even it has been thought that the side effect of growth hormone is IGF-1 increase 

1 level such as gene structure, which may cause a 
1 gene or it’s receptors which lead to obstruction in hormone transporter protein such as 

The results of molecular analyses  showed that thirty nine members of the study samples suffering from 
various genetic disorders represented the absence of the expected appearance bands by 22 (14.66%) using the 
primer GH1 and 17 (11.33%) using the primer GH2, as well as the control group did not show any lack of 

The number of mutations in the control 

 

electrophoresis of  PCR product for the GH1 on Agarosegel with a concentration of 2% for 2 hours, C: 
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Fig. 2: electrophoresis  of  PCR product for the GH2 on Agarose

Control Samples, M: Marker size  100 bp, Numbers :1
 
The diversity and multiplicity of Ellipses, which outlined by the results of the current study using primers 

dedicated to the study indicate clearly to the multiplicity of the main causes of the lack of growth hormone and 
this was consistent with the results of physiological study, which indicated clearly to the existence of a clear 
imbalance in the concentration of some hormones which in
under consideration. Two types of somatic mutations recessive (Autosomal Recessive) included changes in the 
growth hormone gene type FGHD IA because of an omissions in the growth hormone gene lead to the
of GH with severedwarfism and generating GH antibodies at the outer growth hormone treatment. FGHD IB is 
caused by a lack of GH and caused by mutations in the GH gene, which leads to the formation of GH deficient 
or defective, lack of domestic growth hormone from the second type transmitted by an autosomal dominant gene 
lead to negative dominant mutations.

The gene (GH1) positioned among a group of five genes of growth hormone, which is believed to be 
derived from ancestral gene duplication events,
associated with the gene product (PIT1) (pituitary
gene  circulating growth hormone is associated with at the cellular level 
growth hormone to begin after the signal transduction process and in addition to the previously mentioned has 
one of the causes of growth hormone deficiency and short stature due to a defect in the growth  hormone 
receptors on cells shall be secretion of the hormone the body naturally but the receptor  of the cell does not 
recognize the hormone. [13] 

Results detect a sequences of the three selected samples showed depending on the defect  which evident in 
the replication process, and after comparison with the source sequence using Blast program, it became clear that 
the samples being tested contain mutations variety some of them are seven mutations deletion, and other 
division are Addition mutations which are seven mutat
both (Transition) and (Transversion) types, as a total of 138 amounted to a Substitution Mutations (49 
Transition and 89 Transversion) as these mutations affected the installation of the responsible
production of growth hormone. Thus, it may be prevented the formation of the hormone or produce non
functional one which does not work properly.
 
Table 4: The number of mutations  deletions expected  and Addition

Mutation Type Mutation 
Recurrent 

Change 
Type

Deletion 7 C 
  G 
  
Addition 7 T 
  G 
  A 
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electrophoresis  of  PCR product for the GH2 on Agarose gel with a concentration of 2% for 2 hours, C: 
Control Samples, M: Marker size  100 bp, Numbers :1-60 of sick samples. 

The diversity and multiplicity of Ellipses, which outlined by the results of the current study using primers 
icate clearly to the multiplicity of the main causes of the lack of growth hormone and 

this was consistent with the results of physiological study, which indicated clearly to the existence of a clear 
imbalance in the concentration of some hormones which in turn led to a lack of growth hormone to individuals 
under consideration. Two types of somatic mutations recessive (Autosomal Recessive) included changes in the 
growth hormone gene type FGHD IA because of an omissions in the growth hormone gene lead to the
of GH with severedwarfism and generating GH antibodies at the outer growth hormone treatment. FGHD IB is 
caused by a lack of GH and caused by mutations in the GH gene, which leads to the formation of GH deficient 

wth hormone from the second type transmitted by an autosomal dominant gene 
lead to negative dominant mutations. 

The gene (GH1) positioned among a group of five genes of growth hormone, which is believed to be 
derived from ancestral gene duplication events, containing this gene on 5 exons in addition to control sequences 
associated with the gene product (PIT1) (pituitary-specific transcription factor) [12]. It symbolizes (GH1) for the 
gene  circulating growth hormone is associated with at the cellular level with two molecule for the receptor  of 
growth hormone to begin after the signal transduction process and in addition to the previously mentioned has 
one of the causes of growth hormone deficiency and short stature due to a defect in the growth  hormone 

eptors on cells shall be secretion of the hormone the body naturally but the receptor  of the cell does not 

Results detect a sequences of the three selected samples showed depending on the defect  which evident in 
n process, and after comparison with the source sequence using Blast program, it became clear that 

the samples being tested contain mutations variety some of them are seven mutations deletion, and other 
division are Addition mutations which are seven mutations. Also, a substitution mutations appeared frequently  
both (Transition) and (Transversion) types, as a total of 138 amounted to a Substitution Mutations (49 
Transition and 89 Transversion) as these mutations affected the installation of the responsible
production of growth hormone. Thus, it may be prevented the formation of the hormone or produce non
functional one which does not work properly. 

The number of mutations  deletions expected  and Addition 
Change 
Type 

Site 

c.63918749-c.63918486-c.63918445-c.63918170. 
c.63918446-c.63918130 

A  c.63918169 
c.6318454-c.63918557 
c.6391855-c.63918133 

c.63918176  

 

gel with a concentration of 2% for 2 hours, C: 

The diversity and multiplicity of Ellipses, which outlined by the results of the current study using primers 
icate clearly to the multiplicity of the main causes of the lack of growth hormone and 

this was consistent with the results of physiological study, which indicated clearly to the existence of a clear 
turn led to a lack of growth hormone to individuals 

under consideration. Two types of somatic mutations recessive (Autosomal Recessive) included changes in the 
growth hormone gene type FGHD IA because of an omissions in the growth hormone gene lead to the absence 
of GH with severedwarfism and generating GH antibodies at the outer growth hormone treatment. FGHD IB is 
caused by a lack of GH and caused by mutations in the GH gene, which leads to the formation of GH deficient 

wth hormone from the second type transmitted by an autosomal dominant gene 

The gene (GH1) positioned among a group of five genes of growth hormone, which is believed to be 
containing this gene on 5 exons in addition to control sequences 

specific transcription factor) [12]. It symbolizes (GH1) for the 
with two molecule for the receptor  of 

growth hormone to begin after the signal transduction process and in addition to the previously mentioned has 
one of the causes of growth hormone deficiency and short stature due to a defect in the growth  hormone 

eptors on cells shall be secretion of the hormone the body naturally but the receptor  of the cell does not 

Results detect a sequences of the three selected samples showed depending on the defect  which evident in 
n process, and after comparison with the source sequence using Blast program, it became clear that 

the samples being tested contain mutations variety some of them are seven mutations deletion, and other 
ions. Also, a substitution mutations appeared frequently  

both (Transition) and (Transversion) types, as a total of 138 amounted to a Substitution Mutations (49 
Transition and 89 Transversion) as these mutations affected the installation of the responsible gene for the 
production of growth hormone. Thus, it may be prevented the formation of the hormone or produce non-

c.63918176-c.63918173-c.63918150
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Table 5: The number of mutations  substitution expected  and types 
Mutation Type Change 

Type 
Mutation 
Recurrent 

Site 

 
Transition    

A > G 20 c.63918577-c.63918557-c.63918496-c.63918402-c.63918341-c.63918303-
c.63918275-c.63918228-c.63918221-c.63918213-c.639182110-c.63918183-
c.63918182-c.63918181c.63918157-c.63918156-c.63918153-c.63918035-
c.63918016-c.63918009 

 A >G  7 c.63918581-c.63918279-c.63918240-c.63918215-c.63918194-c.63918113-
c.639118093 

 T>C  7 c.63918530-c.63918464-c.63918457-c.63918384-c.63918365-c.63918278-
c.63918015- 

 T> C 15 c.63918616-c.63918545-c.63918514-c.63918418-c.63918244-c.63918238-
c.63918161-c.63918141-c.63918122-c.63918089-c.63918087-c.63918086-
c.63918068-c.63918055-c.639118044 

Transversion  T  >A  9 c.63918575-c.63918548-c.63918348-c.63918295-c.63918256-c.63918190-
c.63918184-c.63918104-c.63918067 

 C>A  8 c.63918667-c.63918583-c.63918579-c.63918292-c.63918265-c.63918178-
c.63918112-c.63918088 

   T >G  9 c.63918558-c.63918488-c.63918442-c.63918413-c.63918248-c.63918070-
c.63918069-c.639118019-c.63918003 

   C >G  16 c.63918556-c.63918552-c.63918494-c.63918465-c.63918449-c.63918436-
c.63918403-c.63918368-c.63918467-c.63918358-c.63918323-c.63918257-
c.63918255-c.63918166-c.63918046-c.63918025 

  A >T  9 c.63918622-c.63818452-c.63918342-c.63918329-c.63918317-c.63918281-
c.63918241-c.63918225-c.63918209         

 G>T 17 c.63918539-c.63918476-c.63918408-c.63918383-c.63918352-c.63918335-
c.63918334-c.63918332-c.63918327-c.63918307-c.63918283-c.63918273-
c.63918242-c.63918237-c.63918092-c.63918053-c.63918023 

 A >C  
 

7 c.63918569-c.63918508-c.63918356-c.63918138-c.63918131-c.63918126-
c.63918084 

 G>C  14 c.63918570-c.63918546-c.63918500-c.63918499-c.63918373-c.63918287-
c.63918284-c.63918253-c.63918116-c.63918107-c.63918082-c.63918072-
c.63918039-c.63918038 
 

 
In frame shift , adding or deleting for one nitrogenous base or more may occur, since the DNA coding for a 

protein bar consists of a genetic code made up of three nucleotides, which leads to change in the sequence of 
nitrogenous bases between the start and termination code. Therefore, a change in the result of gene expression 
occurs, and the addition happened either by the transposable elements or an error during the replication process 
and addition in the codon site for that gene which leads to a change in the process of growing MRNA as called 
splice site mutation. It is possible to have a reflective addition process through removing the popup elements, 
but the deletion shall be non-reflective. [14] 

The high degree of diversity is being interpreted as leading to gene conversion and recurrent mutations in 
the promoter region of the gene of growth hormone GH1 in humans. Thus, a highly polymorphic gene, as it 
contains at least 15single  nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), the functional tests showed that most of the single 
genotype(haplotypes) associated with a low level of gene expression of growth hormone, and this form tends to 
be more prevalent among people, probably as a result of the selection. [15]. 
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